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REDUCING OPERATOR VALUED SPECTRA OF
A HILBERT SPACE OPERATOR

By lUNG Soo KIM, CHONG RAE KIM AND SA GE LEE

1. Introduction

The study of reducing operator valued spectra of a Hilbert space operator
was initiated by D. W. Hadwin in ([4J, [5J), and further progresses have
been made in his subsequent papers ([6J, [7J, [8J). Our paper is regarded
as a continuation of [9J which was an attempt to add still other information
to the Hadwin's works above. Throughout, H denotes a separable infinite di
mensional Hilbert space over the complex numbers, t£(H) the set of all boun
ded linear transformations on H, and!J(, (H) the ideal of compact operators
in £(H). For brevity, a bounded linear transformation is called an operator.
Also a closed linear submanifold M of H will be called a subspace of H and
denoted by M:?:. H

2. Reducing eigenspaces

We first note that the original definition ([5J, p. 332) of reducing eigen
space Eig(A; T) of an irreducible operator AE£(M) for TE£(H) was
extended ([9J, p. 131. Definition 1) by removing the irreducibility constraint
for A. Thus f E Eig(A; T) if and only if Pn(T, T*)f- 0 weakly in H,
whenever {Pn (x, y)} is a sequence of noncommutative polynomials such that
Pn(A, A*) - 0 in the weak operator topology in £(M). With this extension,
Eig(A; T) is still a (closed) reducing subspace of T ([9J, p. 132, Proposition
1). Professor D. W. Hadwin commented that Proposition 1 of [9) can be
also proven by using facts in [2]. We give a characterization of Eig(A; T)
in the next theorem. The notation ~ means the unitary equivalence. A
suboperator A l of A is the restriction of A to a nonzero reducing subspace
Mlof A. When an operator B is unitarily equivalent to a suboperator of A,
we shall write B:::;;A. Two operators A and T are called disjoint, denoted
by A 6 T if no suboperator of A is unitarily equivalent to any suboperator
of T.
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THEOREM 1. Let M and N be two nonzero separable Hilbert spaces. Assume
that AE&(M) and TEJl,(N). Then

(i) Eig(A; T) =V {K~N;K* {O}, K reduces T and TIK~A},

provided Eig(A; T) * {O}.
(ii) A 6 T if and only if Eig(A; T) = {O}.

Proof. (i) Assume that Eig (A; T) * {O}. Let K ~N, K* {O}, K reduces
T and TIK~AI~A. Assume that {P1l(x,y)} be a sequence of noncommutative
polynomials such that PIl (A, A*)-0 in the weak operator topology in Jl, (M).
Thus, Pn(Al> A I*) - 0 in the weak operator topology in Jl,(MI), where MI~
M. It follows that PII(TIK, (TIK)*) - 0 in the weak operator topology in
Jl,(K), which, in turn, implies that PII(T!K, (TIK)*)f - 0 weakly in K,
for each fEK. But K reduces T, so Pn(T, T*)f - 0 weakly in N, for each
fEK. Hence fEEig(A; T), showing KcEig(A; T). It follows that Eig(A
; T) contains the right hand side, say N 2, of (i). Write NI=Eig(A; T)
8N2 and assume that NI* {O}. By the assertion (2) of «(9J, p. 132), we
find D and Al such that D~TINl> AI~A and D~AI~A. The space N 3

on which D acts also reduces T and D= TI N 3• Now by definition of N 2,

we see that N 3cN2, which is a contradiction to the fact that N3cNI. Hence
N I = {O}, that is, Eig(A; T) =N2•

(ii). (~) This is clear from (i).
(?=') Suppose that A 6 T. It suffices to show that Eig(A ; T) * to}. Let

AI~A, Al~ TI~T, and NI be the space on which T I acts. By using
the definition of Eig(A; T), it is immediate to check that to} cNlcEig
(A;T). Q.E.D.

3. Spectral properties of T pertaining to C*(T) and W*(T)

Two operators SEJl,(L) and TEJl,(H) are called approximate equivalent,
denoted by S {!; T, if there is a sequence {Un} of unitary operators such that
U*nTUn-S is compact and 11 U*nTUn-SII-O «(5J, p.330, Definition 1.1).
It is known that there are a few interesting characterizations of the appro
ximate equivalence, when L and H are infinite dimensional separable Hilbert
spaces «(5J, p. 337, Theorem 3.5, Corollary 3.6 and Corollary 3.7). In
the following theorem we will give another characterization of the approximate
equivalence. For a subset d of £(H), the effective subspace for d in H is
the (closed) subspace of H spanned by {S(H) ; SEd}. If TE£(H). Then
C* (T) (resp. W* (T» be the C*-algebra (resp. W*-algebra) in £(H) gen
erated by T and T

THEOREM 2. Let Land H be infinite dimensional separable Hi/bert spaces
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and SEtfl,(L) and TEtfl,(H). Then, a T if and only if
(i) there exists a *-isomorphism 0 from C* (S) onto C* (T) such that

O(S)=T and 0(1)=1,
(ii) 0 maps C*(S) nOC(L) onto C*(T) nOC(H), and
(iii) C* (S) nOC(L) and C* (T) nOC(H) are unitarily equivalent through

0, when they are restricted to the corresponding effective subspaces.
Proof. (q) By Corollary 3.7 ([5J, p.337), there is a *-isomorphism 0

: C*(S)-C*(T) such that O(S)=T, 0(1)=1 and rankA=rankO(A),
for every AEC*(S). Then (i) and (H) are clear, by noticing that any
compact operator in a C*-algebra can be approximated in norm by a sequence
of finite rank operators in the C*-agebra. To see (iii) , let Le and He be
the effective subspaees for C* (S) nOC(L) and C* (T) nOC(H) respectively.
Regard 0 as a representation of C* (S) into tfl, (H). Let (J be the inclusion
representation of C* (S) into tfl, (L). Then the two representation 0 and (J of
C* (S) are approximately equivalent ([5J, p. 330, Definition 1. 1). By
Theorem 5 ([1J, p. 342), we see that the following hold;

(a) 0 is a *-isomorphism,
(b) C* (T) nOC(H) = {AEC*(S) ; O(A) EOC(H)}

and
(c) the restrictions OC* (S) are unitarily equivalent when they are regarded

as representations into tfl, (He) and tfl, (Le) respectively. Here recall that He
(resp. Le) is invariant under C* (T) nOC(H) (resp. C* (S) nOC(L». Again
(a) and (b) are (i) and (ii) respectively. Now (b) and (c) imply that

(C*(T) nOC(H» IHe=:: (C*(S) n§((L» ILe·
(~) If AEC*(S) and rank A<oo. Then AEC*(S) nOC(L). Then rank A
=rank o(A) , by (ii) and (iii). Consequently, ran kA=rank O(A), for
every AEC*(S) nOC(L). For an operator AEC*(S) nOC(L), we note that
rank A= 00. By the similar argument, we see that rank O(A) = 00. Hence
rank (A) = rank O(A) , for every AEC* (S). By Corollary 3. 7 ([5J, p. 337),
we see that S ~ T. Q. E. D.

We say that an operator S covers an operator T (denoted S} T) if no
suboperator of T is disjoint from S. S is quasiequivalent to T (denoted S-;:::;
T) if S covers T and T covers S ([3J, p.9, Definition 1. 10). It is proven
in Proposition 1.11 ((3J, p.IO) that S-;:::;T if and only if ooS=::ooT, where
ooS denotes the direct sum of infinite number of copies of S, and this, in
turn, is equivalent to the fact that there is a *-isomorphism 0 on W* (S)
onto W*(T) such that O(S) =T and 0(1) =1 ([3J, p.19). The next
Theorem 3 is an analogue to Theorem 2.8 ([5J, p. 334). (i) and (ii) in
the theorem was stated in ((9J, p. 135) without proof.
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THEOREM 3. Let AE£(M) and TE£(H), where H is an infinite dimen
sional separable space. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) AEZo(T) and mult(A ; T) <00.

(ii) There is an irreducible C*-representation l/ of W* (T) into £ (M)
such that l/(T) =A, l/(I) =1 and W* (T) n[/('(H) <tker(l/).

(iii) A is an irreducible operator and it is unitarily equivalent to a subop
erator T l E£(Hl ) of T, where HI is contained in the effective subspace of
W*(T) n[/('(H).

Proof. (i) c> (ii).
Indeed, let AEZo(T) and mult(A; T)<oo. Then T=TIEBT2 EB ... EBTn EB
S, where n=mult (A; T)<oo, T l c::::.T2 c::::. ... c::::.Tn c::::.A and A6S. Let Hi (i
= 1, 2..., n) be the space on which T i acts, for each i. We note that each
M i reduces every operator BEW*(T). Consider the mapping p: B-BIHl>
for each BE W* (T). Clearly p is a *-homomorphism on W* (T) into £(Hl).
But there is a unitary operator Ul : Hc~M such that UlTlUl*=A. Define
v(D) = UlDUI*, for all DE£(Hl). Then l/=vp is a *-algebra homomorp
hism on W* (T) into £ (M) such that II(T) = A and l/ (1) = 1. Clearly H is
an irreducible C*-representation of W* (T) into £ (M). It remains to show
that W*(T) n[/(,(H) <tker(l/).

Assume contrarily that W* (T) n[/('(H) cker(l/).
(1) Then (W*(T)n[/(,(H»IHI={O}. It is easy to verify that there is

a unitary operator Ulj U=l, 2, ... , n) such that Ulj(BIHl) Ul/=BIHl> for
each j=1,2, ... ,n, for all BEW*(T). Hence BjHj=O, for all BEW*(T)
n jJ<, (H). It follows that

(2) B!N=O, for all BEW*(T) n!X(H), whereN=Eig(A; T)=HlEBH2

EB···EBHn • It is not very hard to see that W*(T) IHl=£(Hl) , that is l/(W*
(T» =£(Hl). Since !X (HI) c£(Hl), we can find a nonzero compact operator
Cl acting on HI such that BIHl=Ch for some BEW*(T). Put BIHi=Ci
(i=1, 2, ... , n). Then Cl c::::.C2 =:: ... =::Cn (*O). Then D=ClEBC2EB···EBCn *O
and DE!X(N). Let PE£(H) be the (orthogonal) projection whose range is
N. Then BP is a nonzero compact operator with BPEW*(T) n[J(,(H).

Now, (BP) IN=(BP) I(t EBHi)='i:, EBCi=D:;t:O. But (BP) IN=BIN=O by
i=l i=l

(2) . This is a contradiction.
(ii) c> (i) and (iii). Let H be an irreducible C*-representation of W* (T)

into £'(M) such that l/(T) =A, l/(1) =1 and W* (T) n[/(,(H) ctker(l/).
Apply Proposition 2.5 (i) ([5J, p. 333) to W*(T). Thus there exists a
reducing subspace HI of T in H such that Ul(B IHI) Ul*=l/(B) , for all B
E W*(T), where Ul : Hl-M is a fixed unitary operator. Put Tl=TIHl.
Then UlTlUI*=Ul(TIHI) Ul*=l/(T) =A. Here we note that A is an irredu
cible operator, so we have AEZo(T). By Proposition 2.3 ([5J, p.332),
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we can write T=(T1EBTzEB ... ) EBS, where T1:::=Tz:::= ... :::=A with cardinalily
of {Tb T z, •••} =mult(A; T), while each T i 6S. We first claim that mult
(A ; T) <00, which proves (ii) c:> (i). Suppose contrarily that mult (A ; T)
= 00. Then we can find a unitary operator U such that

(3) Up(B) U*=B, for all BEW*(ooA), where p is a *-isomorphism from
W*(ooA) onto W*(T1EBTzEB"') such that p(ooA) = T1EBTzEB...and p(1)=
1. To see this, let Ui : H;--~M be a unitary operator such that UiTiU;*=
A, for all i=l, 2, 3, ... Put U= U1EBUzEB···EBUnEB··· : H1EBHzEB···EBHnEB ..•
-MEBMEB···. Then evidently U(T1EBTzEB···) U*=ooA and U satisfies (3).
We shall see that

(4) Any element BEW*(ooA) is of the form B=ooC, with CEW*(A).
In fact if BE W* ( 00A), then B is the limit of a norm bounded net {h ( 00

A, ooA*)} A of polynomials with respect to the weak operator topology. But
note that h(ooA, ooA*)=ooh(A,A*) and Ilh(ooA,ooA*)II=llh(A,A*)II,
for each A. Since each to} EB···EB to} EBMEB to} EB ... is a reducing subspace of
h ( 00A, 00 A*), for each A, it is also a reducing subspace of B. Thus we
can decompose B=B1EBBzEB..., with respect to MEBMEB.... From this, it is
immediate to see that h (A, A *) - Bi in the weak operator topology for M,
for each i=1,2, .... Thus B1=Bi, for all i:::?:l. Put C=B1EW*(A), thenB
=ooC, which proves (4). But any element B, of the form B=ooC, is
compact if and only if c=o. Thus W* (ooA) contains no nonzero compact
operator. It follows that W* (T1EB TzEB"') does not contain any nonzero
compact operator. On the while,

W* (T) n tK(H) etker(ll).
We find a compact operator KEW*(T) ntK(H) such that D(K)=:f:-O ... (5)
But K is also a weak operator topology limit of polynomials p (T, T*) of
T, T and I, and T= (T1EBTzEB···)EBS. It follows that K=QEBR, for some
QE W* (T1EB TzEB"') and RE W* (S). Q is also a compact operator. By
what we have seen just above, we see that Q=0, as an operator on HI EBHz
EB···. But U1(K/H1) U1*=D(K) as we saw in the beginning of the proof for
(ii)c:>(i) and (iii). Then O=UI(QIHI)UI*=UI(KIHI)UI*=D(K), which
contradicts to (5). This proves (ii) c:> (i). We saw (ii) implies that A:::= T 1
and mult(A; T)<oo. By Corollary 2.7 ([5J, p.334) we see that HI is
contained in the effective subspace of W*(T) n(H). This proves that (ii)
C:>(iii).

(iii)c:>(ii) Let AE£(M) be an irreducible operator. By restriction and
then by unitary equivalence, it is clear that there is an irreducible C*-repre
sentation D of W*(T) into rR,(M) such that D(T)=A, D(1)=I. Suppose,
in this case, that W*(T) ntK(H)cker(D). Then (W*(T) ntK(H» IH1=
{O}. But this cannot happen since HI is a nonzero subspace of the effective
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subspace of W*(T) np<;(H). Hence W*(T) np<;(H) <tker(D), prOVing
(iii) q (ii). Q. E. D.

CoROLLARY 1. Let M and H be separable Hilbert spaces, with H infinite
dimensional. Let AE~(M) and TE~(H). Suppose that there is an irreducible
*-homomorphism re: C*(T) into ~(M) such that re(T) =A, re (I) =1 and C*
(T) nb1(H) <tker(re). Then re is extended to an irreducible *-homomorphism
D: W*(T) into ~(M) such that W*(T) np<;(H) <tker(D).

Proof. By the hypotbesis and Theorem 2. 8 ([5J, p. 334), we see that
AE2oo(T)=2o(T)",-,2ess(T). It follows that mult(A; T)<oo. By (i) and
(ii) if Theorem 3, we see that there is an irreducible *-homomorphism D of
W*(T) into ~(M) such that D(T)=A, D(1)=1 and W*(T) np<;(H) <tker
(D). The fact that D and re coincide on C*(T) is clear, since D(T) =1C(T).
Q.E.D.

CoROLLARY 2. Let M and H be separable Hilbert spaces, with H infinite
dimensional. Let AE~(M) and TE~(H). Let AE2o(T). Let N be a red
ucing subspace of T such that A:::: TIN. Let D be the *-homomorphism of
W*(T) into W*(M) such that D(T)=A and D(1)=1, by composing the
restriction of W* (T) to N and the unitary equivalence from W* (T) IN onto
W* (A). Then the following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) mult (A ; T) = 00

(ii) W*(T) nhK(H)cker(D)
(iii) (W*(T)np<;(H»IEig(A; T)={O}.

Proof. The equivalence (i){:}(iii) has already been seen in the proof of
Theorem 3, and hence omitted.

(i)q(ii). Assume that W*(T) np<;(H) <tker(D). Then by (ii)q(i) of
Theorem 3, we see that mult(A ; T)<oo. This is a contradiction.

(ii)q(i). Assume that mult(A ; T)<ex>. Then we take look at proof of
(i) q (ii) of Theorem 3, to get the contradiction. Q. E. D.

If we immitate the proof (i) q (iii) in Theorem 3, then the next proposition
can be proven. We omit here the actual proof.

PROPOSITION 1. Let AEdS(M) and TE~(H), where H is an infinite
dimensional separable space. Then the following conditions are equivalent

(i) AE2oo (T).
(ii) A is an irreducible operator and it is unitarily equivalent to a sub

operator TIE~(HI) of T, where HI is contained in the effective subspace of
C*(T) nb1(H) (cf. [5J, P.334, Theorem 2.8).
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